
 

    

 

PIT Crew Minutes 

Friday, August 15, 2019                 12:00 – 2:00 pm   Morris Conference A 

Name Present 
Jennifer Zellet X  
James Houpis  
Flerida Arias  X  
Curtis Martin X 
Rob Stevenson  X 
Alicia Arceo X  
Ashley Griffith  
Bryan Justin Marks  
Dejeune Shelton X 
Hans Hauselmann X 
Hector Duarte X 
Jenni Abbott X 
Kayla Ramirez  
Laura Maki X 
Liz Camboia X 
Manny Walsh, recorder X 
Megan Lee X 
Nancy Carranza  
Patrick Bettencourt X 
Santiago Uvina X 
Shelley Circle X 
Tina Giron  

  



 

1. Welcome and Check In  
The team was welcomed. 
 

2. Update on summer progress on coursework roadmaps and program profiles 
Faculty worked on the course roadmaps and program profiles over the summer.  Members 
reviewed the year-two and year-three course roadmaps for various programs.  Challenges were 
different for each area.  A short discussion followed on the need for a dynamic version and one 
that contains recommended courses by transfer institution. 
 

3. Update on the August 19th-21st Guided Pathways  
The training of faculty members occurred over the summer.  We are halfway through and are 
now tracking degrees.  Several members discussed holding technical assistance workshops 
during the first couple of weeks of school.  Perhaps with Career Center representation. 
 

4. Thursday of Institute Week plan and planning 
Dr. Davis Jenkins, author and expert in guided pathways, will be speaking to those who have 
been deeply involved in MJC’s pathways work on Thursday, August 22.  He will share best 
practices from other colleges throughout the nation and the many challenges they have faced in 
implementing a guided pathways framework.   
 
Members discussed at length what the focus of the session should be and agreed to the 
following objectives:   
 

1) Celebrate Progress 
2) Learn what lies ahead… 

a) How do we know we are successful? 
b) What kinds of support networks have you seen? 
c) How do we “measure” the culture change/shift? 
d) Potential obstacles/challenges 

 
5. T-Shirts for MJC’s Schools for Fall 2019 and Logo Competition 

The t-shirts are on hold until a logo competition has been developed and implemented.  Once 
the design has been agreed upon, and the survey/voting site established, t-shirts will be 
ordered.  The final design will rely on the results of the survey as well as input from an outside 
designer and our public relations group to ensure conformity of the branding.     
 

6. Check Out  
Meeting ended at 2:06 pm. 


